
Signs of the Heavens  
toward 2025

Cosmic, Solar and Planetary 

Directions and Cycles



”…at the time of the June Full Moon, the Christ — in 

the closest cooperation with the Buddha — links the 

Hierarchy with Humanity” 

(EOH, 225)

2016 June, 20th



Similarly, this alignment of the Full Moon of Gemini 

links in a deeper way SIRIUS (the higher Hierarchy –
Sirius is the ‘feminine’ Consort of ORION, 

our cosmic Magnet or Sun’s primary , “the Head of the Cosmic Christ”; 

Its energy is strictly related to the solstitial axis Cancer-Capricorn) 

- through the SUN 

(Christ, the higher self, the centre of Hierarchy)

- with the EARTH (Humanity, the lower self) 

- and Its MOON (3 lower bodies and kingdoms)

. 





Correspondences between cosmic, solar  
and planetary Entities in our “local universe”

• Sirius – MONAD - Shamballa

• Sun – SOUL – Hierarchy

• Earth – PERSONALITY – Humanity 

• Moon – 3 lower bodies or kingdoms – the “prisoners 

of the Planet”  



June Solstice 2016 – Geocentric Chart



June Solstice 2016 – Heliocentric Chart





Current Planetary Aspects of the Higher Triangle  
of Solar Consciousness  

(1. Sun/Vulcan – 2. Jupiter – 3. Saturn)

• 2011: Jupiter in Aries opposite Saturn in Libra

• 2015: Jupiter in Virgo square Saturn in Sag

• 2020: Jupiter conjunct Saturn in AQUARIUS

• 2025: Jupiter in Gemini square Saturn in Pisces



The conjunction between Jupiter and Saturn hits the 12 
Signs in 2400 years , a Sign every 2 centuries

1702 Ari1

1762 Ari3

1821 Ari6

1881 Tau1

1940 Tau3

2060 Gem1

2238 Can1

2417 Leo1

2536 Leo6

1742 Leo7

1802 Vir2

1981 Lib2

2160 Sco2

2338 Sag1
2517 Sag 6

1723 Sag6
2020 Aqu1

2258 Pis1

2242497 Ari2

1961 Cap6

2000 Tau6

2139 Aqu5

2080 Aqu3

2199 Aqu5

1901 Cap5
1842 Cap2

1782 Sag7/Cap1

1861 Vir5

1921 Vir7

2040 Lib5

2099 Lib7

2119 Gem3
2179 Gem6



December Solstice 2025 – Heliocentric Chart



Geocentric Chart: 2025, August 14th: Jupiter conj Sirius,  
Uranus conj Alcyone, Sun conj Merak



“… All the Masters Who are initiates of the sixth degree meet in conclave and together, and before making Their 

final decision (which will probably remove Them from the Path of Earth Service), decide what measures They 
propose the Hierarchy should take which will drastically and permanently affect the planet on which They have 

lived and for which They have worked. (…) They in Their totality—at any given time—are the group which 
makes final decision anent human affairs. It was a decision made by this group of initiates during the ancient 

Atlantean civilisation which brought it to an end; the decision which They will make now will produce great 
changes in our modern civilisation. (…). The opportunity comes to the Hierarchy every forty-nine years, and the 

year 1952 [Written in 1949] will see a group of these higher initiates choose the Path of Their future livingness 
and Being, but They will do so only after setting in motion certain energy forces which will creatively change 

matters on Earth. They thereby prove two things: Their grasp of world need and Their recognition of man's 
freewill to make decision. The last initiation of this kind was therefore held in 1903. (…)  What They decided to 

do led to the world war, to a demonstrated cleavage between right and wrong, between imprisonment and 
freedom, and which, in 1952 will lead to a decision (…) 

At this sixth initiation the Masters Who participate in it no longer come under the jurisdiction of the Hierarchy. 
They have moved out from under it. Their long connection with the Hierarchy is translated to a higher centre 

and is transferred to Shamballa, unless (as in the case of the Christ) They choose the Path of Earth Service and 
return to work with the evolutions upon our planet; there are many such evolutions and several kingdoms in 

nature besides the human, including the deva or angel evolution.” (RI 721-2)



As we know, the Council of Shamballa meets at every turn of the century to impart a 
spark of Life for the new coming century, and Hierarchy meet at each quarter of a century, 

which coincides with the center of a cycle of 49 years (25 years). 

A century (a cycle consecrated to the 1st Ray Rhythm of Shamballa which follows the No. 

1 and its "potencies": 10 100 1000 ...) contains two 49-year cycles (2 x 7x7) plus 2 years of 
synthesis and bridge. 

We can put the subsequent septennia of a century into a 7x7 matrix - a Lambdoma 

according to the Science of Harmonics founded by Pythagoras -, in order to grasp the Ray 

quality of each seven year cycle as well as of each year. 

A Higher Decision is made each 49 years (in 1903, 1952, 2001, 2050…) and we can infer 
that the planetary Plan must follow It as a progressive updating of the Purpose. 

In particular, in 2000 we had a Shamballa Impact, in the exact bridge between millennia, 
which closed the last 49 years cycle (1952-2000) to inaugurate the current one 
(2001-2050). 



49 Years Cycle of Chohans of 6th Initiation





Ongoing experiment: http://vitalharmony.ning.com



Heliocentric Composed Cycle between  
SIRIUS-JUPITER-MERCURY-EARTH

• Sirius – the  Cosmic Magnet – the Goal

• Sun/Vulcan 1st Ray – the Center (Shamballa - Monad) 

• Jupiter 2nd Ray – the Solar Heart (Hierarchy - Soul)

• Mercury 4th Ray –  the Solar Eye (4th Human Hierarchy 

– Antahkarana)

• Earth 3rd Ray – the Cross of Experience (Humanity - 4th 

kingdom - Personality) 





http://en.theplanetarysystem.org 
http://blog-en.theplanetarysystem.org



Working Directions of TPS





Who are disciples?

Disciples are those who consciously walk the way back to the One in order to serve the world, that 
is those who are no longer focused on their evolutionary development or personal growth or 
success of the group within which they operate. Disciples are those who feel the need to 
consecrate their lives for the good of Humanity, without fear of losing their particular good.

Disciples are those who are able to stand firm in the midst of the din of battle and, like beacons, 
trace light paths that encourage the disoriented consciousness. They are those who know how to 
read events with the keen eyes of the heart: a heart which recognizes and relentlessly weaves the 
bright thread of progress amidst the clutter and the sirens of doom. They are those who know that 
the forces of evil in us and around us can only be fought with the power of Love, while the weak 
consciences deceive themselves dealing with them with their own weapons, at the same level: the 
great Master, unheeded, was teaching to love our enemies.

The disciples are those who assume the responsibility of being the golden ratio between the 
planetary Hierarchy and Humanity.



“The universe is a system 
of hearts”




